Near Bryce Point, orange canyon cliffs melt into snowy mist.

Bryce on ice

Follow the storms to Utah’s stunning national park,

BY MATTHEW JAFFE
AS DECEMBER STORMS paint Bryce Canyon National Park with fresh snow, you won’t find a more beautiful winter landscape anywhere in the world. Big words to be sure. But for some of us, catching this park in south-central Utah on the perfect winter morning is an annual and urgent quest. I’m looking for those days when the snow still hangs heavy on the ponderosa pines, when a new layer of white intensifies the canyon’s red-orange turrets and towers. Some guys search for big waves. I’m searching for Bryce on ice. Not that it’s always easy.

Inveterate weather watchers that we are, a friend and I have been tracking Bryce’s snowfall for weeks. We’re hoping to get out just ahead of a storm and then catch the immediate aftermath, when...
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Bryce is at its best. Bryce typically receives about 7 feet of snow each year; in a normal winter, the park, which tops out at 9,115 feet, gets its first big hit in late fall. But so far this season, the winter storms have lacked oomph.

The snow’s not building, but our impatience is. And so, with a tentative, kinda-maybe-sorta forecast for a storm, we throw caution to the jet stream and head for Utah.

Chasing winter

Passing through Zion National Park, about 80 miles southwest of Bryce, we get the first signs that we may have lucked out. What is it about a good winter storm? Nothing is happening yet, but the chill in the air has an extra heft, and I can practically taste the coming snow: dry, with lingering hints of Alaska.

Two hours later along Bryce’s Rim Trail, dark clouds are building like an overture above the fabled Bryce Amphitheater, where the circular contours and clusters of tentacle-shaped hoodoos give it the improbable look of an enormous red sea anemone.

Higher up in the park, the snow swirls in wispy cyclones across the road. A mule deer and her fawns move through the forest, apparently attempting to reach lower elevations as the storm crashes into the Paunsaugunt Plateau.

Sitting atop the Natural Bridge turnout sign, a pair of ravens appear unimimidated by the weather. Catching flakes of snow, their coal black feathers ruffle in the wind, and as we pass, the ravens grudgingly shuffle a few inches sideways along the sign, as welcoming as grumpy old dudes making room for new arrivals on a park bench.

Beyond the ravens, we get our first real taste of Bryce in winter. With a crenellated top that gives it the appearance of a giant rook, Natural Bridge seems to shiver under its frosting of snow. Snowflakes whirl up through the arched opening like ocean spray through a blowhole, obscuring the forest in the canyon below.

Our timing seems perfect, except that we notice a car shimmying down the rapidly icing road. We’re about to get...
If I’m not cutting fresh paths through forests where the ponderosas cast violet shadows on the untouched snow, I’m following the scalloped tracks of deer.
snowed out, at least for this afternoon. Trying to get beneath the weather, we head down toward Mossy Cave, a hidden spot that many Bryce visitors miss. In winter, its name does this frozen grotto no justice. Water seeps from cracks in the ceiling, drip by drip, adding to pillars of ice that rise from a glacierlike base. They resemble the canyon’s hoodoos but cast in opaque blues, not limestone reds. A cluster of smaller columns is reminiscent of goblins, or of gowned figures in a shimmering choir. We are in a small but intensely beautiful palace of ice.

The lure of the hoodoos

The snow falls into the night as we head to dinner at Ruby’s Inn. With the park lodge closed in winter, Ruby’s becomes the main gathering place for Bryce visitors. Most are foreigners, and Japanese, German, and French blend into a Babel-esque chorus of excited voices.

Hoodoos, both the fantastical rock formations and the word itself, seem to be a source of endless fascination.


“Hoodoo,” the waiter replies. “Hchew ... tsoos?” the tourist asks gutturally and tentatively.

The waiter has clearly been through this drill before and answers patiently. “You’re good, you’re real close,” before drawing, “Hoooooo doooooooos.”

We walk back to our room belting the old Bo Diddley rave-up “Who Do You Love?” then wake up the next morning to 8 inches of Utah’s finest powder atop the truck, the parking lot, and, by the looks of the Weather Channel, a good portion of the state too.

Although it took millions of years to form the red-orange limestone labyrinth of Bryce Canyon National Park, in winter it takes only one day and a good storm to make this ancient place look new again. Bryce feels reborn. For one thing, virtually no one is in the park. If I’m not cutting fresh paths through forests where the ponderosas cast violet shadows on the untouched snow, I’m following the scalloped tracks of deer or the stitchlike footsteps of rabbits between buried manzanitas.

As for the hoodoos, their reds appear deeper against the pure white background. Snow etches every crevice and joint, highlighting the rock’s intricate textures. I can’t shake the notion that somehow, overnight, the desert has pushed its way into the clouds, a heaven of red rock with an otherworldly beauty so purely of the Earth. This is what we were looking for.